
Districts of Innovation





Main Points

• 1.  Language

• 2.  Transparency

• 3.  Flexibility

• 4.  Ongoing Planning

• 5.  Pitfalls and Drafting

• 6.  Communication



Language

• D of I is NOT a waiver

• Drop “apply”, “request”, “approval”

• Your language will influence the local 
discussion

• A district “decides”, “chooses” and “reports”

• The purpose of reporting is feedback to the 
Legislature, not compliance



Starting the Process

• D of I begins with either a petition from the DAC 
or a resolution by the board (majority vote)

• “Promptly” hold a public hearing to decide—this 
step only starts the discussion

• Appoint a “drafting committee”—not the same as 
DAC

• Final plan available online for 30 days
• Approved by DAC (majority vote) and board (2/3 

vote)—can’t amend at this point
• District must be acceptable rating (not campuses)



Transparency

• Involve community from the beginning

• Consider removing issues that lack support at 
the beginning

• Establish process and timelines up front

• Follow open meetings procedures



Flexibility

• Distinguish district-wide from campus-specific
• D of I allows campus-specific exemptions
• District charters provide an alternative approach 

to campuses, opportunity to reach out to 
communities

• TEA’s reporting template is NOT determinative of 
allowable exemptions; point is to identify a 
“requirement” that charters are exempt from

• D of I or campus charter can be incorporated into 
a 2-year IR turnaround plan but be careful of 
deadlines



Flexibility 

• Comment. The Texas Charter Schools Association (TCSA) commented that 
in addition to the greater flexibility outlined in the proposed rules, it 
encouraged the commissioner to consider clarifying the scope of 
applicability to independent school districts. TCSA urged the commissioner 
to allow local innovation plans to apply to only portions of school districts 
as needed to meet their specific needs in order to allow districts to create 
the most innovative programs.

• Agency Response. The agency provides the following clarification. Section 
102.1305(c) states that a board may outline the parameters around which 
the innovation committee may develop the plan. This allows a district to 
draft the innovation plan to apply to the district in whole or parts as 
needed to meet its specific educational needs. At adoption, the agency 
has added to the reporting form an area for the district to note if the 
innovation plan applies to the entire district, specific campuses, or other.



Ongoing Planning

• D of I is not a one-time process
• It’s crucial to incorporate consideration into long-

term planning process
• Review new legislation after each session
• Adopt timelines for review, amendment and 

renewal; don’t wait for year 5
• Amendment/Renewal requires the same process 

as Adoption
• Consider procedural aspects for review and 

amendment or renewal and effective dates



Pitfalls

• Governance (but district charters provide options)
• Paperwork Reduction (TEC11.164)
• Immunity in Ch. 22
• Eminent domain, Frivolous Suit
• Existing contracts
• Effective dates within the Innovation Plan
• Renewal time line and procedures
• Follow through in local policy
• Consider effect of Local Government Code
• Things charters aren’t exempt from—special ed, bilingual, 

school finance, state curriculum/graduation/assessments



Drafting

• Be clear—if you mean to limit an exemption 
say so (don’t use “because”)

• Especially teacher contracts—agency 
jurisdiction will be based on exemption or not.

• Don’t identify statuses that can change, e.g., 
IR

• Can’t adopt Ch 12 charter provisions

• Resources: TASB Policy Consultants and Legal 
Services



Sanctions

• If district is low-performing for 2 years, 
Commissioner may revoke or require 
amendment

• If district is low-performing for 3 year, 
Commissioner must revoke the D of I status

• Other Ch39 sanctions (campus closure) still 
possible



Stay in Touch

• danderson@ryht.org

• asmisko@ryht.org

• Consider signing up for brief (30 min) 
telephone interviews (signup sheet for times 
in the back)

• Communicate


